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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1910, de La VallCe Poussin published in [2] some researches on the 
following approximation problem: given the continuous function x(t) 
defined on the interval -1 < t < 1 and given n + 1 distinct points t,, ,..., t, 
in [-I, I], it is required to determine that polynomial p(t) of degree <n 
which best approximates x(t) on the discrete point set {t, ,..., t,}. The poly- 
nomial p which is sought is therefore expected to produce a minimum value 
of the following expression: 
If the polynomial p were permitted to be of degree n, then (1) could be made 
zero by takingp to be the Lagrange interpolating polynomial. 
* This research has been supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Dr. 
Price was supported by a Faculty Research Grant from Stephen F. Austin State University. 
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The problem of minimizing (I) did not arise out of unmotivated curiosity. 
Indeed, the solution of this problem is a crucial step in the systematic deter- 
mination of the polynomial of best approximation on a continuum. One of 
de La Vallte Poussin’s own theorems states, in fact, that the polynomial of 
degree <n which best approximates the given function on the interval 
[-I, I] is the polynomial of best approximation on an appropriate subset 
of [-1, I] consisting of iz 7. I points. 
As is well known, the determination of the polynomial of best approxi- 
mation on an interval is a nonlinear problem. By this we mean that the 
operator A4 which assigns to .Y its best approximation p is a nonlinear operator 
on C[ -1, I]. In contrast to this, the polynomial which minimizes the 
expression (1) depends linear!,~ on x. In this important characteristic the 
process resembles Lagrange interpolation: both processes define linear 
projection operators. 
In this essay, we study the general operators of which de La Vallte Poussin’s 
is the prototype. Thus we consider projections onto IT-dimensional spaces 
which utilize n -7~ 1 quanta of information concerning the projected element. 
The information is delivered in the form of values of I? -I- 1 linear functionals. 
We examine families of such projections, and seek out those which are 
optimal in a certain sense. There exist cases in which de La VallCe Poussin’s 
operator possesses this optimality property. 
Some of the preliminary discussion is purely algebraic, and this part is 
presented first in a general setting. The extremum problems are, however, 
couched in a space of continuous functions. and our concrete examples all 
concern the approximating family of algebraic polynomials. 
A few conventions about notation and terminology are as follows. The 
composition of two maps is written A B. If X is a linear space, if zi t X and 
iffi E X*, then the tensor notation L C:“=,,A @ zi denotes a linear operator 
L: X - X whose value at x is Lx- ~~~,,~~(x) zi . A set of functionals 
fi ,Ji ,... defined on a linear space X is totul over a subspace Y if 0 is the only 
element of Y having the propertyf,( I!) -~~ ,f,(y) = ... - = 0. Finally, if Y C X 
and f E X* then the symbolism f J_ Y signifies that f( J) := 0 for all .y E Y. 
2. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN STANDARD OPERATORS 
Let X be a normed linear space, and let Y be an n-dimensional subspace 
in X. Suppose further that a set of n + 1 continuous linear functionals on X 
has been prescribed: 
u; 3.A ,...,.M c x* (2) 
The problem of de La Vallee Poussin mentioned above has the following 
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interpretation. Using the given set of linear functionals, one defines a semi- 
norm on X via the equation 
This leads to a natural approximation problem involving X, Y, and d. 
Namely, for each x E X, one seeks those elements y E Y for which the 
deviation d(x - y) is a minimum. In de La Vallte Poussin’s original problem, 
of course, the ,fi are “point functionals” defined by f%(x) = x(tJ, and Y is 
the subspace of algebraic polynomials of degree < n. 
In order to give a succinct solution to de La Vallee Poussin’s problem, it 
is convenient to introduce a functional @ having the following form and 
properties: 
(4) 
The existence of @ follows from the observation that Y* is of dimension n, 
and accordingly, the restricted functionals fi 1 Y form a linearly dependent 
set. 
THEOREM 1. Let the set of functionals (2) be total over Y. Then there 
exist qO ,..., qn in Y such that h(q9) = Sij - 0, sgn Oi. The operator 
A = Cy=, fi @ qi is a linear projection of X onto Y and solves de La ValIt!e 
Poussin’s problem: A(x - Ax) < A(x - y) for all x E X and y E Y. 
Proof. Since {f. ,...,fn} is total, a subset of n elements spans Y*; say 
[fi ,..., fn] = Y*. Select q. ,..., qn E Y so that h(qJ = Sij - #Bj sgn Bi 
(1 < i < n, 0 <j < n). One can verify that this equation is valid then for 
i = 0 also. The verification depends upon calculating 0 = @(qj) = 
Bofo(qj) + tij(i B. / - 6jo) and noting that 0, # 0. (If 19~ = 0 then 
@ = -gY, e,f;I I Y.) 
In order to see that A acts like the identity map on Y, it is enough to prove 
thatfi 0 (Z - A) = sgn B,@, because the functionalsfi are total over Y. This 
equation is easily established by a calculation. Using this equation we 
complete the proof by writing for any x E X and y E Y, 
A(x - AX) = rn:x 1 fi 0 (I - A) x j < j Q(X)/ 
Another important type of projection from X onto Y is the analog of the 
classical Lagrange interpolator. Select an index i and suppose that the set 
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Ml ,.-J-1 A+1 Y.TG is total over Y. (Equivalent to the assumption that 
Bi # 0.) Then there exist W,j E Y such thatf,(wij) = sVj for 0 -< ,j < ?I, j # i, 
v # i, 0 < v -< 17. Put wit :- 0 for convenience and define 
One verifies easily the interpolation property f; o Li = .fi (i # j) and the 
following useful equations: 
THEOREM 2. The operator A is a convex linear combination ofthe operators 
Li (only those that exist!). In fact, 
Consequently, 11 A 11 .< max,,,,, 1) Lj 11. 
Proof. Let B == Csz+O 1 0, ; Li . In order to show that A =-• B it is enough 
to prove that Ji 0 A =.f; 0 B for i -= O,..., II. As in the proof of Theorem 1, 
fi 0 A = ,fi -- (sgn 0,) @. 
The above calculation must be slightly modified if 8, = 0. 1 
THEOREM 3. Ij’P is any projection of the,form Cl”=, ji @J yL from X onto Y, 
then P and A are related by the equation 
A-P-@@Pq, q E x. ,fi(9) =: sgn Hi , 
Proof. The operator P ~ A must be of the form 0 & u for some u E Y 
(Lemma 2 of [4]). Since (P -- A) q = @(c/) u z 21, it is now only necessary 
to prove that A9 -= 0. It suffices to prove,f;(Aq) = 0 for each i. By Theorem 1, 
.t& = ~.l&)fi(qA = c (sgn 4)FL --- 0, sgn oil = 0. I (10) 
3 , 
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THEOREM 4. If all the Bi are different jiom zero, then each projectior? of 
the form P = CT=, fi @ yi ofX onto Y can be written as an afine linear combi- 
nation of the interpolating projections Li ; explicitly, P = Cy=, [ 1 -- J;( yi)] Li . 
Proof. By Theorem 3 of [6], P is an affine linear combination of L, ,..., & . 
Let 
For each i, let xi be an element of X such thath(xJ = Sij (0 >< j < M). Then 
&.x, m= 0. Consequently, 
J;(yJ =j;(P.Yi) =j; (2 JjLj.Y() = 1 &j;L,.\-, = 2 hjj& 
, i+i ,=i 
3. THE SPACE OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
The considerations of Section It are now specialized to the space X = C(T) 
of all continuous real-valued functions defined on a compact Hausdorff 
space T. In X the norm is given by 11 x II == supl,r ~ x(t):. For each t E T, 
a poitzt functional f is defined on X by the equation t^(x) = x(t). Any operator 
L: X-j X which can be written in the form L = I::, Zi 0 ,yi is said to be 
carried by the point set {t r ,..., t,]. The carrier of an arbitrary operator L 
is the smallest closed set SC T with the property that LX = 0 for all x 
satisfying x 1 S = 0. For a subset S of T it is convenient to define the semi- 
norm II x (Is = sup{i x(s)l: s ES]. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be a linear operator from C(T) to C(T), and let S be its 
carrier. Then 
1) L II = SUP{// LX ii: iI x/is :< l} 3 sup{l: x ;I: Lx = x, I( S iIs :< 11 (1 1) 
If L interpolates on S (i.e., Lx / S -= x 1 S,for all x) then equality occurs in (11). 
Proof For each x E C(T) let x’ denote another element such that 
x 1 S = x’ ! S and // x /is = I( x jj. Such an x’ is given by the Tietze Extension 
Theorem. Then 
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Now if L interpolates on S, and if /~ M;!/~ < I then Lw 1 S = 11% / S, L”w = Lw, and 
II Lw IIs = /I w lIs < 1. Writing k : sup{/, x I,: Lx := x, Ii x iIs < I> we have 
jl Lw Ij <. k, since LW is a possible choice for x in the definition of k. Observe 
that we proved more, namely ,/ Lx ,’ ,:i k I’ s 1 ,s for all x. 111 
In the remainder of this section, we shall assume that an n-dimensional 
subspace Y has been fixed in X, and that a set of 12 A 1 points t, ,..., t, has 
been fixed in T. The set of functionals {&, ..., iJ is assumed to be total on Y. 
Our objective (Theorem 5) is a characterization of the minimal projections 
from X onto Y carried by {t, ,..., rll). 
As in Section 2, @ is a functional such that @ = Cy=, elii , @ _ Y, and 
C 0, ) --~~ 1. A bonus is the fact that ;/ @ ~ I. 
Now let P be a projection of X onto Y carried by {r,, ,..., r,;. Then there 
exist yi E Y such that P := cb,, Pi @ yi . It is elementary to prove that 
where fl is the Lebesgue function of P, il =m 1 ~2, 1. Two further functions 
associated with P are 
I. = E Oi sgn ,~~(r), 
i-0 
u(t) = c {, Bi 1 :y&) = O} (= 0 if all yz(t) + 0). 
For any x E A’. the critical set of x is the set crit(x) = {t: t E T and 
I x(f>l = II 41. 
LEMMA 2. Zf s E T, z t X, 11 z il & 1, s”Pz = 1; s” 0 P/I, and 1 v(s)1 > u(s), 
thetz Q(z) u(s) > 0. 
Proof. Since fPz = C z(tJ vi(s) = C , y,(s)[, we must have z(tJ = sgn yi(s) 
whenever yi(s) # 0. A quick calculation then shows that Q(z) lies between 
u(s) - U(S) and v(s) + U(S). Since j u(s)1 > U(S), sgn[u(s) f u(s)] = sgn zi(s)== 
sgn CD(z) ri- 0. 1 
DEFINITION. Put 
E=sup{liyII:y~YandIy(r,)i <lforO<i<n}. 
By Lemma 1, 11 P jj > E for all projections P from X onto Y carried by 
{to 1..., L). 
LEMMA 3. Zf!l P 11 > E, then ) v j > ZI on crit(fl). 
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Proof. Suppose that for some s E crit(fl), 1 ZIP < U(S). Select X, and x, 
of norm 1 such thal x,(t<) == x,(ti) ~2 sgn y;(s) if yi(s) f 0, and x,(t,) = 
-x,(f,) = sgn 8, if ,IJ?(s) = 0. Then fPx, = ~Px, = 1, P 1,. A quick cal- 
culation shows that @(xl) = z.(s) + U(S) and @(x,) = c(s) - U(S). Since 
/ U(S): :< u(s), there exists h E [0, l] such that x@(.x,) + (1 - X) @(x2) L= 0. 
Let MY -= Xx, + (1 - h) xz so that Q(W) = 0 and ~PP,z~ iI P ,I. By Theorem 3, 
P1-1, = Aw. By Theorem I and its proof, d(~ -- AM,) :< I G(W)’ := 0. Thus 
IV, Aw, and Pw all agree on the set {to ,..., fn}. Consequently, j ,?,Pw : =mz 
/ ~.(f~)l < 1, and by the definition of E, 11 PW 11 -< E. Hence 11 P ;I 2 = fPw :G 
11 Pw ;I ~< E, a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 5. In order that P (as aboce) be minimal in the class of all 
projections Jkotz X onto Y carried by {to ,..., t,} it is necessary and mficient 
that MO J’ t: Y have the propert)’ that c sgn ~1 > II on crit(A). 
Proof. Suppose that P is not minimal in the class described. By Theorem 1 
of [4] there exists J’ E Y such that for all s E S = crit(il), 
$“{I ’i(S) - f9i.J@)i - lYi(s)!: -: 0. (12) 
This implies (but is not equivalent to) the inequality 
1J ~+u(Ms) - k~(s>l w Y~(s> -Y,(S) w Y~(SN -t- C j 44’(s)! < 0. (13) 
!I,(.<)=0 
An equivalent formulation of (13) is simply -1’~ + 1~’ 1 I! < 0 on S. From 
this it is clear that y has no root on S. Hence one can divide by 1 JJ 1 to obtain 
vsgny > uonS. 
For the converse, assume the existence of y E Y such that // y jj == 1 and 
11 sgn y > u on S. For each (II + I)-tuple (o. ,..., on) satisfying 1 (ri 1 == 1 
(for all i), select an element z E X such that )I z Ii == 1 and z(tJ = gi (for 
all i). Denote by 2 the set of functions z so selected. Observe that Z is finite. 
Observe also that for any operator L: X -+ Y carried by {to ,..., t,J we have 
11 L /) = max{Ij Lz /i: z E Zj. 
Since 1 v I 2 0 sgn y > w on S, we have (by Lemma 2) Q(z) v(s) ;> 0 and 
Q(z) y(s) > 0 whenever z E Z and fPz = 11 P 1). By the compactness of 
crit(Pz) and the fact that Z is finite, there exists a positive number 6 such 
that @(z)?;(s) :- 6 whenever z t Z and s”Pz = 11 P //. 
Assertion. To each z E Z there corresponds a positive number p(z) with 
the property that /I Pz - X@(z) y I/ < (1 P (1 whenever 0 < h < p(z). In order 
to prove this, fix z E Z and consider first the case when 11 Pz I/ < 11 P 11. In 
this case select p(z) so that 0 < p(z) < jl P jj - jl Pz /I. Then jl Pz - h@(z) 1’ 11 :< 
1) Pz 1’ + X j! ds /II, .v il ,( 11 Pz ;/ + p(z) < (/ P jl. 
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Now consider the case 1~ Pz 1, == , P ;;. If ?Pz := !, P 1~) then by the definition 
of 8, @(z)J(s) > 6. If s”Pz : -;) P Ii then, because fP(-z) = 1 P 11, we 
have -G(z) y(s) > 6. Define the open sets 
U, = {t c T: iPz > &I P /’ and Q(z) y(t) 3, S,!, 
U, z= {t c T: -& -> 4 /I P 1, and -Q(z) y(t) > 8;. 
By the preceding remarks, crit(Pz) C ZJ, u U, . Consequently the set 
K = T\(U, u U,) is a compact set containing no points of crit(Pz). Hence 
there is a number 01 such that ~ iPz / ( \ < ‘1 P 11 for all t E K. Let p(z) be 
the smaller of /I P ~ -~ 01 and : ;I P :I. Let 0 <: h -I p(z). If t E U, then 
1 h@(Z) J(t)i :.I; X < 4 IIP !) < iPZ 
/ iPz - h@(z) y(t)1 = 2Pz - X@(z) y(t) < j; P 11 -- A& 
If t E U, then 
! h@(Z)J’(t)( < 3 Ii P ,: -: -iPz 
j fPZ - h@(Z) J)(t): -t”PZ + h@(Z) J’(t) < 1~ P 1 - x6. 
If t E K then 
1 !Pz - A@(Z) JJ(~)I < a: + h < il P II. 
This analysis shows that /, Pz - X@(z) 4’ 11 < j; P ,I as asserted. To complete 
the proof, let X = min&( z : z E 2). By the Assertion, Ij Pz - X@(z) y Ii < 11 P Ij ) 
for all z E 2. Since the projection P -~ ho @ 1’ is carried by {t, ,.... t,}, this 
implies that 11 P - A@ @ y /j < /’ P 1~. m 
4. HAAR SUBSPACES ON AN INTERVAL 
We maintain the setting of the previous section, but assume further that 
T is an interval [a, b], and that Y is a Haar subspace. Recall that the Haar 
property prohibits each element of Y\O from having n roots in [a, b]. Let 
P, v, u, and A be as described in Section 3. 
THEOREM 6. It1 order that P be minimal among the projections from X 
onto Y carried by {t, ,..., t,) it is necessary and suflcient that either 
(a) I/ P /I = E; or 
(b) there exist n -I- 1 critical points ef A, s,, < s, c. ..’ < s, , such 
that sgn zl(si) ..~= -sgn u(J-~) (1 < i < n). 
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Proof: First suppose that (a) holds. By Lemma 1, every p:rojection 
Q: X ---f Y carried by (I, ,..., t,,) must satisfy jj Q jl > E. Hence the hypothesis 
(a) implies that P is minimal. 
Next suppose that (6) holds. Then no element JJ E Y can have the property 
21 sgn J‘ > u on S := crit(d), for this inequality would require y to have at 
least II roots. Hence by Theorem 5, P is minimal. 
Finally, suppose that P is minimal and that (a) is not true. Then 11 P /i > E. 
By Theorem 5, no J’ in Y satisfies 2’ sgn >’ > II on S. By Lemma 3, ! u j > II 
on S. Hence no 4‘ in Y can satisfy the inequality ~‘a > 0 on S. Since u c> 0, 
t’ does not vanish on S. Now we verify that sgn L’ is continuous on S. If 
sgn I: is discontinuous on S then consider the two sets 
s, = {I E s: L’(t) > O), 
s, = {t Es: u(t) < 0). 
One of these sets must contain an accumulation point of the other. But this 
is not possible, for as we now show, S, and S, are closed. Consider, for 
example, S, . A point t belongs to S, if and only if C / vi(r)1 == li P [I and 
C Bi sgn yi(t) :, 0. Equivalently, there exists a z E Z (as in the proof of 
Theorem 5) such that ZPz = 11 P 11 and C z(t,) Bi > 0. Since 2 is finite, the 
set of such t (i.e., S,) is closed. Now apply the following Lemma to complete 
the proof. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let Y be an n-dimensional Haar subspace in C[a, b]. Let F be a 
closed subset of [a, b]. Let @ : F -+ R be a function which has MO roots and is 
.wch that sgn 9 is continuous. If no y E Y has the property @y 1 F > 0 then 
there exist n + 1 points t, ,..., t,, in F such that t,, < t, < ... < t, and 
i3(t,--l) m(t<) < Ofor i = I,..., M. 
Proof: The system of inequalities y(t) sgn a(t) > 0, (y E Y, t E F) is 
inconsistent. Hence if u1 ,..., II,, forms a basis for Y, then the system of 
inequalities Cy=, X&t) sgn a(t) > 0 (hi E R, t E F) is inconsistent. It follows 
(see [IO, p. 191) that the origin of R” lies in the convex hull of{sgn n(t) i: f EF} 
where 7 denotes the n-tuple (ul(t),..., tin(t)). By Caratheodory’s Theorem 
[lo, p. 171, 0 lies in the convex hull of some n + 1 points sgn e:(t,) ii. 
Arranging these in the order t, < ... < t, and applying the Lemma of 
[lo, p. 741, we obtain @(timI) I < 0. l 
EXAMPLE. If [a, b] = [--I, 11, if Y := U,, and if {t ,,,..., t2} = {&I, is} 
for some s E [$, 1) then the best approximation operator A of Section 2 
is minimal, and its Lebesgue function has only 3 critical points. Hence by 
Theorem 6, I/ A /I = E. See the examples of Section 6. 
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THEOREM 7. (Strong Unicity). 4’ P is minimal among the projections 
carried on {to ,..., tn) and ij 11 P 11 > E, then P is the unique such minimal 
prqjection. Jndeed there exists N 3,. 0 such that all other projections Q carried 
by (t, . t,) satiTf.k 1, Q ‘1 --= ‘1 P t- 0 0 j’ 1, I P I! (Y I y in, 
Proof: By Theorern 6, there exist J’,, ,..., s,, t crit(i1) such that 
u(s;) u(s~..J < 0 (I :., i :< M). For each i, select zi E Z such that fiPzi == I~ P 11. 
By Lemma 3, 1 Us > U(S). By Lemma 2, @(zi) L’(s,) I-> 0. Hence 
(1 Q ;j ;: ffQzi s,Pzi -+ @(zj)y(si) - i PiI -t @(zi)y(sj). Let n be the 
infimum of maxi @(z,) ns(s,) as IV ranges over the surface of the unit sphere 
in Y. Since u(sj) alternates in sign, so does @(z,). Since w(s,) cannot. I I. 0. 
Thus ,’ Q 1: 1 P / maXi C&Z,) J'(s~) p ‘, ~~.~ ,y 1 J’ j. 1 
THEOREM 8. IJ’ i Pz #I <I E n*henecer i z(t,), I atid G(z) I 0, then P is 
minimal among the prqjections,from X onto Y carried by {t, . . . . . t,() but it is riot 
unique. Indeed,,for ally iu an E-sphere qj Y, 1~ P tm @ @ J’ i / Pi; 1 E. 
Prooj: Since the set Z (defined in the proof of Theorem 5) is finite, the 
number 
E zz E ~- max{ll Pz 1: 2 E Z, Q(z) # O:, 
is positive. Since Ij P 1 z max,,, i, Pz ,i. we conclude (using Eq. (7)) that 
E :Q I, P ~ ~-: maxill Pz ii: z C- Z. @(Z) =- 0) 
-:: max{i, Pz ,I: z E Z, (Pz)(t,j :y z(tj)i 
= rnax{~l~~ I/: y c- Y, ! y(ti)l =~ 11 :c: E. 
5. THE CONSTANT LEBESGUE FUNCTIONS 
An interesting phenomenon in the study of minimal projections is the 
occurrence of constant Lebesgue functions. The Fourier projections into 
spaces of trigonometric polynomials have constant Lebesgue functions, 
for example. A projection into an n-dimensional space and carried by n c I 
points can have a constant Lebesgue function, but it cannot be minimal 
among the projections with that carrier. This fact, together with various 
other related matters is discussed in this section. 
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We assume that X = C[a, b] and that Y is an n-dimensional Haar subspace 
containing the constants. Without loss of generality, the points fi are ordered: 
a < t, < tl < ... < t, < b. As a consequence of this, 8,fI+ < 0 for 
i==l ,..., n [7, p. 201. By changing the signs of all Bi , we can arrange that 
sgn oi z ( -l)i. Since @(I) = 0, xz,, Bi = 0. In order to rule out some 
trivial special cases, we assume that n > 3. 
LEMMA 15. Let P = C & @ yi be any projection with finite carrier and 
constant Lebesgue,function from C[a, b] into Y. Then the yi’s do not change 
sign. 
Proof. From the equation P = C J’i @I yi drop any terms for which 
J'~ -= 0. The roots of the remaining yi’s form a finite set. Let J be an interval 
in which no yi has a root. Then yi on J has a constant sign, g’i . On J, we have 
1 aiyi = C 1 J’~ ! = c. Since c E Y, and J contains as many point!; as the 
dimension of Y, we conclude that 1 aiyi = c everywhere. Hence 
c = C aiyi :< C 1 yi I = c, and oi == sgn yi everywhere, except at roots of 
of y, . Thus yi does not change sign. 1 
LEMMA 16. Let P == ~~=, & @ yi be a projection of C[a, b] onto Y, If 
the yi do not change sign, say sgn yi = ui a.e., then a’i~ipl < 0, i = I,,.., n. 
Proof: Let Q - Cy=, ii @ MJ~ be the interpolating projection for nodes 
t, ,.... I, . Then P = Q + t^” 0(I - Q) @I y,, and yi = MJ~ - wi(tO) y0 for 
i = I,..., II. Fixing i > 1, select s so that sgn wd(s) = ( -l)i u,, . Since 
sgn wi(to) -= -( - l)i, we have sgn y,(s) = sgn[wi(s) - wj(t,) y,] =: (-- l)i u0 . 
Hence u‘i = (- l)i (T,, . 1 
THEOREM 9. Let A = cy=, 2, @ qi be the projection ofbest approximation 
from C[a, b] onto Y. Then the set of projections with constant Lebesgue 
functions carried by {t, , . . ., t,} is {P, : c < cl or c > c2} where P, = A - @ @I c, 
Proof. We have P, = A - @ @ c = C Zi 0 [qi - 0~1. If c > c2 then 
c > &‘qi(t) for all i and t. If i is even, then 19~ > 0 and qi - Bit < 0. If i is 
odd, then 19~ < 0 and qi - BiC > 0. Hence 
APc = 1 / qi - B,c / = - c (- l)i (qi - BiC) = +c. 
If c :< c1 then c < B;‘q,(t) for all i and t. As before, this implies that 
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cl2 - tl,c 2 0 when i is even and it implies that qi - tl,c .~‘: 0 when i is odd. 
Hence flPc ~= c / q, ~ tl,c ~ = c(--l)‘(qi - B&Y) = -c. 
For the converse, suppose that P is a projection which is carried by 
{f” . . . t,) and which has a constant Lebesgue function. Then for an appropriate 
u E Y, 
By Lemmas 1 and 2, each function y, - Bier has a constant sign gi except 
at its roots. and vi = ( --l)’ u,, Hence if j’ P !I = c then 
Thus z/ is 4-c or --C. If II ~. c then (rl ~~( ~ 1)” and P P, Furthermore, 
0 3: -(-l)‘(q, --- Bjc) mm( 1)’ qi -I- ~ 8, i(. whence c . ( -l)i qi,” t7( I _ 
qi/Bi . Thus c 11,. cz . In the case II -C we have (7, (~ l)i, so that 
0 -‘: (--l)yq< -- l9,u) (~ l)‘(q, -1. c)$) (m- 1); qj ; 8, I c, whence 
-C :< qjlBi and -c --’ c1 . Now P I‘ A di (F;i (-C) A ~~~ @ @ 1, : p. 
I 
THEOREM 10. Each projection oj‘ C[a, h] onto Y whick is carried by 
{t, %..., f,,) und has constant Lebesgue function tmrst 17ar:e norm ..t7 if.17 is odd, 
and t7orn7 , , n - 1 if fi is ereri. 
Proqfl The Qi with even index sum to J, because 1 mm- 2: I B, x 0; 
2(8,, $ 8, -;- 8, -.-...). It follows that the Bi with odd index sum to ----i. By 
Theorem 9, the minimum norm for the projections contemplated in 
Theorem 10 is c : min{c,, -cl:. Now 
If 17 is even then there are (n + 2)/2 Qi with even index. Hence 
whence c? , /I -; 1. If 17 is odd, there are (17 -~;. 1)/2 19~ with even index. Hence 
the same reasoning as before leads to the conclusion that c., ,> YZ. A similar 
analysis for --cl leads us to conclude that -c, ‘. II -~~ I when II is even and 
-cl >, n if n is odd. i 
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In the next theorem, we use the notation Z(y) to denote the set of roots 
of a function y. 
LEMMA 7. Let P == Cy=, fi @ yi be a projection from C[a, b] onto Y. 
Assume that 
(9 sgn yi = gi a.e. 
(ii) u’i 1 (-I); c,, 
(iii) Z( yi) n Z(J~) n crit Ap = [I ,for i f ,j. 
Then P is not minimal in the class of all prqjections,from C(T) onto Y carried 
by {t,, ,..., t,l. 
Proof. Put S -= crit A,. Let {sl ,..., s,j = S f? UyL, Z(yJ. For each i, 
si is a root of exactly one of the yj’s because of hypothesis (iii). Hence for 
i-1 )..., 111 we can select an open neighborhood U, of j’i in such a way that 
Ujni7j =L nforifj.Let 
Select E > 0 such that E < min(6, , 6,). We shall prove that for some X > 0, 
P - A@ @ .zgO has norm less than I/ P 1). By Theorem 1 of [4],it suffices to 
prove that C j y,(s) - 19~~cr,, I < C I vi(s)1 for all s E S. 
If s E S\uV”_l U, then j v,(s)/e, ) ‘2 6, > E. Hence C I J’Js) - Biq 1 = 
c {I Vi(S>l - E 14 I> = 4s) - E. 
Ifs E S n Uz, U, then s E Uj for somej. If i f j then 1 JJ~(s)/~~ j > a1 > E. 
Put I = {i: ] &(S)) 2 / &70E I} and J = {i: / .vJs)l < 1 flioOe I>. Then 
C I +vi(s) - &a0 I = C {I M>i - i fJi I 4 + C {c I di I - I .h@)I) 
I .I 
Here we used the inclusion J C (,j}, and the fact that I Oi / < 4.. The latter 
follows from the hypothesis n > 3. 1 
640/‘3/4-4 
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THEOREM 11. A projection with constant Lebesgue Junction carried bj 
n + 1 pointsfrom C[a, b] onto Y cannot be minimal in the class of allprojections 
carried bll those n + I points. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that P = C: ii @ yi is a projection with 
constant Lebesgue function which is minimal in the class of all projections 
carried by {t, ,..., t,). Let A = x: Zi @ yi be the “best approximation” 
operator for these n + 1 points. Then for some c, P -== A .L @ @ c, and 
yi = qi -t 0,~. Assume a : ’ t, <. ... c.. t,L 2; b. By Lemma 7, two J~‘S 
have a common root. Suppose s is a root of I,,, and J’, 
Now s $ (f,, ,..., t,} because 
Since j c j = /I P /I > 1 by Theorem 9 of [6], yi(tj) can vanish only in the case 
i =j. 
Define w = 19,s” - 0, y, . For all j, w(tJ =-= 8, y,( ti) - 8, y,( tj) =: 
eJ3,j - (-1)’ 8” + O,C] - 8,[6,j ~-. (-1)’ 0, + O,C] = B,6,j - eySuj . If 
j = V, then w(tj) m- 19, # 0. Hence M’ E Y\O. Trivially, w(s) = 0. If 
j E (0 ,..., n}\{p, V> then w(tJ = 0. Hence M’ has n distinct roots, contradicting 
the Haar property of Y. 1 
Remark. That n p 3 is a necessary hypothesis can be seen from the 
example of first degree polynomials in C[a, b]. Interpolation at the endpoints 
of the interval is a projection of norm 1 having a constant Lebesgue function. 
6. PROJECTIONS ONTO POLYNOMIAL SUBSPACES 
The considerations of the preceding sections are specialized further to 
the space C[ - 1, I] and its subspace 17,_, consisting of polynomials of degree 
<n - I. Our choice of interval is a matter of convenience, not necessity. 
And we use the subspace 17,-r rather than II, because we want the dimension 
to be N, as it was in the previous parts of the paper. 
THEOREM 12. For any set N of n + 1 nodes t, < ... <. t, in [-1, 11, let 
A(N) be the projection of‘ best approximation on these nodes, projecting 
C[-1, l] onto II,_, . Among the minimal such projections (t’arying the nodes 
but holding nJixed) there is one for which the endpoints of the interual are nodes. 
Proojl Let A(N) be a minimal such projection. If t,, > -1 or t, <: -f~ 1 
then select /3 and y so that the map t ---f t’ := Pt + y carries t, into -1 and 
t, into t-1. We shall prove that 11 A(N’)II < /j A(N) where N’ = (t,,’ ,...,t,‘). 
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The operator A is given by the formulas 
I=0 
j#i 
ei = (-1)” mi/ f 1 cXj / , 
j=O 
r = 2 (-l)isi. 
These functions and coefficients depend on N, and we note that qi(,Y’, t’) = 
qi(N, t). Hence 
II 4N’)II = -,F’~P<, 1 I qi(N’, 0 = sup C I qi(N, t)l < ‘_ lo4f<fn 
G sup c I qi(N t)l = II NV. I 
-l<f<l 
EXAMPLE, Select s E (0, 1) and let (to , t, , t2 , t3) = (-1, -5, s, 1). Con- 
sider the subspace 17, of quadratic polynomials in C[ - 1, 11. For this example 
we shall give the values of Bi , the “best approximation operator”,, and its 
norm: 
e. = sjff, a = 2(1 +m s), 
8, = -I/~, 
8, = I/~, 
8, = -+, 
qo = (t” - t + st - P)//3, p = 2(1 - s2), 
41 = t-t2 - t + St + I>//$ 
q‘z = (-t" + t - St + 1)/B, 
q3 = (t2 -t t - st - s2)//3, 
A,=-p&q,. 
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The values of 8, can be checked by verifying x j Bi : = I and C B,i, E Y 
The values of qi can be checked by verifying AJ* I’ for 1’ E Y and 
C ( -l)i qz = 0. The calculation of /j A, is more tedious. The function 
C I qi 1 is even, and piecewise quadratic. An analysis of the roots of the 
functions qi is thus called for. The function (1” has two roots. r1 and rz , which 
satisfy rl < 0 < r2 < 1. The function q, has one root in the interval ( ~~ x, 1) 
and another, ra , in the interval (-- r, , rd). Since q:](t) == q&-t) and 
q&t) = ql( ---I), all the roots of fly? in [O. I] are (in order) rl , rzl , rz . On 
[0, --r,], the Lebesgue function il is --q,, T qr -:- qz l/:1 and has as its 
maximum value (1 -+ s”)j( 1 -- s’). On [ r1 . r:,]. A - ~--y,, yI :- q2 ~.~~ ys 
The global maximum of the function is (5 ~~ s’)j(4 ~ 4~3, and this value 
does not exceed max{/l(O), /l(l)). On the interval [r:, . r,], 11 -q!, q, 
q2 - q, , and its maximum value is at r, Finally, on the interval [rl? , I], 
fl --= q,, -~ qi -:- qr + qe , and its maximum is (s i- 2)/(s --I- 1). The formula 
for I] A,? /I now depends on the assertion that (1 1 s”)/(l - 9) (s --~ 2),i(s -!- 1) 
iff $ s:; s < I. 
THEOREM 13. The norm qf’ A, i., a minimum onl)~ (f s ~=- Q, and the value 
is then +. For each s E [+, l), A,$ is a minimal in the class of all projections 
from C[ - 1, 1 ] onto 17, carried by, ( - I. -s, s, I}. For each s E (0, $), A, is not 
minimal in this class. 
Proof: The first assertion follows at once from the formula given for 
/I A, 1:. The second and third assertions involve applications of Theorem 5. 
One needs to know that 
If $ :< s <:: I then ZJ (as defined before Theorem 5) has a root at 0. Hence 
the sufficient condition for minimality is fulfilled. If 0 < s < 4, the function 
y(t) = t has the property that u sgn J > u on the critical set, { -1. 1). 1 
The proof of the following theorem is too long to be included here. 
THEOREM 14. If 0 < s < E then the minimal projection oj’C[-I, l] onto 
L?* carried by { - 1, --s, s, 1) is the operator P, == A,s - X@ @ e, where A,? 
is as described aboue, 
e(t) = t, and x >-: $-“(I -- s)-‘[s’ - s -- 2 $. 2( 1 -1 s - s3 - s4)1’2]. 
The norm of P, is (2 -i- s - h)( 1 + s-l and the critical points of its Lebesgue 
function are &l and &$( 1 +- hs)( 1 -- s). If 0 < s < a, then P, is the unique 
such minimal projection. 
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